Week in Review - Release Notes for Week Ending 8/07/2020

Bug Fixes
- Pressing Enter in the Create Organization form will create organization with name specified. (8/04)
- Newly created policies will now show as 'Pending' on affiliated devices before first evaluation. (8/05)
- Duplicate records for servers will no longer be created if a previously removed server is re-added for an organization. (8/07)

Enhancements
- Groups will now appear in alphabetical order in dialog, and hierarchical and then alphabetical order in the system management page. (8/03)
- A new API Key management feature has been added within the Settings page that allows administrators to issue, delete, and generate new API keys for whatever purposes you need. (8/06)

Detailed documentation for this enhancement:
New:
- List all keys for an organization - get/orgs/{orgid}/api_keys
- List API keys for a user - get/users/{userid}/api_keys
- Create an API key - post/users/{userid}/api_keys
- View an API key - get/users/{userid}/api_keys/{id}
- Update an API key - put/users/{userid}/api_keys/{id}
- Decrypt an API key - post/users/{userid}/api_keys/{id}/decrypt
- Delete an API key - delete/users/{userid}/api_keys/{id}

Updated:
https://docs.automox.com/home/automox-settings/accessing-your-api-keys